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Abstract

Background—Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based detection of species specific sequences of the 16S rRNA gene of Tropheryma whippelii is a recently described method for diagnosis of Whipple’s disease.

Aims—Comparison of histology with PCR in mucosal samples of patients with Whipple’s disease before, during, and after treatment. Detection of T. whippelii in peripheral blood mononuclear cells as a non-invasive test for infection.

Methods—Four consecutive patients with histologically proven Whipple’s disease were studied prospectively.

Results—In untreated patients biopsy specimens taken from regions with PAS positive macrophages gave a positive result with PCR for T. whippelii; however, a PCR signal was also found in tissue biopsy specimens from mucosal regions with negative histology. In two of the patients the PCR performed with nucleic acids extracted from peripheral blood mononuclear cells was positive. After treatment with sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim the PCR became negative after one month in two patients and after two months in the third patient treated, whereas PAS positive macrophages were found throughout the treatment period in two patients and disappeared in only one of them thereafter.

Conclusions—Detection of T. whippelii specific sequences based on the PCR is useful to confirm the diagnosis, is able to detect a positive signal in samples taken from histologically negative mucosal areas, and can be used to monitor treatment. The PCR can sometimes be positive in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, but this cellular compartment cannot be taken as a substitute for duodenal biopsy specimens in the diagnosis of Whipple’s disease.

(Gut 1997; 40: 425–427)
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Whipple’s disease is a multisystem bacterial infection associated with malabsorption, diarrhea, weight loss, fever, adenopathy and polyarthritis.1 2 Biopsy specimens from small bowel or lymph nodes disclose Gram positive bacteria in macrophages resistant to diastase treatment on periodic acid-Schiff staining. Both electron microscopy3 4 or the detection of species specific bacterial ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)5 6 can be used to confirm the diagnosis. Sequence analysis of the species specific gene of 16S rRNA of Tropheryma whippelii allowed it to be grouped as a member of actinomycetes.

Although the diagnosis is usually made by the demonstration of PAS positive macrophages in the lamina propria of the jejunum or duodenum, extraintestinal manifestation of the disease can be present even in the absence of histologically established involvement of the duodenum. The PCR, as a much more sensitive method than histology, should allow a diagnosis of Whipple’s disease to be made in PAS negative biopsy samples. We report four prospectively studied consecutive patients with histologically proven Whipple’s disease in whom we systematically biopsied duodenal and gastric mucosa at different locations for both histology and PCR based diagnosis. In addition, we performed follow up biopsies in these patients at regular intervals before and after initiation of antibiotic treatment. As the presence of T. whippelii in blood cells has been described7 8 we also analysed peripheral blood mononuclear cells by PCR.

Methods

Patients

Four patients with histologically established Whipple’s disease were investigated. Table I gives the clinical details. Three of the patients had PAS positive macrophages in the duodenal mucosa, whereas in one patient (patient 2) PAS positive macrophages and granuloma formation suggesting Whipple’s disease was found in a biopsy sample of a mesenteric lymph node. Endoscopic duodenal biopsy did not show PAS positive macrophages in this patient, but PCR for T. whippelii from this specimen was positive, confirming the diagnosis. Some of the clinical details and PCR findings of patient 1 and patient 2 have been reported previously.
The extremely sensitive PCR method promises detection of microorganisms in tissues at a density below the detection limit of conventional methods such as histology. This was found in our patients with Whipple’s disease, with positive PCR results in biopsy samples from PAS negative regions. Specimens taken systematically from the descending duodenum towards the stomach disclosed a declining
positivity rate for both histology and PCR; however, in three of four patients PCR gave a positive reaction at a location more proximal than the last PAS positive sample. We approached the question of contamination of samples with *T. whippelii* via the forces used by taking consecutive biopsy specimens from the duodenum and the fundus region of the stomach in one patient; the first was PCR positive, the second PCR negative suggesting that carry over by the endoscopic forces was not influencing the results. In one of the patients PAS loaded macrophages were found in a surgically removed mesenteric lymph node only, with duodenal mucosal samples being histologically negative; in this patient the duodenal tissue was positive by PCR. This finding shows the clinical usefulness of PCR for diagnosis of *T. whippelii* infection and confirms a similar finding by others. 10 Extraintestinal manifestation of Whipple’s disease without histologically demonstrable PAS positive macrophages in the intestinal mucosa is well known. 11-14 The discrepancy between histology and PCR results could be explained either by a low number of bacteria in the intestinal mucosa, by a weak inflammatory response of the host not leading to a histologically discernible process, by a patchy pattern of the pathological lesions, 15 or by a predominant involvement of the submucosa and not the lamina mucosa. 16

In two of our four patients *T. whippelii* was found in peripheral blood mononuclear cells by PCR before treatment. One of these patients has been reported previously. 1 The occurrence of *T. whippelii* in peripheral blood cells has also recently been shown in two splenectomised patients 8 using DNA extracted from whole blood and stored slides of peripheral blood. It is noteworthy, however, that only two of our patients with Whipple’s disease had a positive PCR in peripheral blood mononuclear cells; this makes it clear that peripheral blood mononuclear cells cannot be taken as a substitute for mucosal biopsy specimens from small intestine in the diagnosis of Whipple’s disease.

Follow up studies under therapy with sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim disclosed that duodenal mucosa becomes negative by PCR within a short time period. In contrast to this rapid response PAS positivity in the mucosa persisted for at least nine months and was demonstrable in one patient three months after end of the one year therapy. Earlier reports using electron microscopy have also shown that the bacteria disappear soon after initiation of treatment, whereas PAS positive macrophages remain in the mucosa for a long time. 17 In one reported patient using PCR the reaction was found to be negative after 15 months of therapy while PAS staining of mucosal biopsy specimens was still positive. 18 The PCR might be a simpler and now more readily available technique for monitoring treatment effects than electron microscopy. However, it is unclear at present whether a negative PCR from mucosal samples of the small intestine should be used as a guide to end treatment.

Detection of *T. whippelii* based on PCR is useful to confirm the diagnosis, is able to detect infection with *T. whippelii* in histologically negative mucosal regions, and can be used to monitor therapy. The PCR is sometimes, but not always positive in peripheral blood mononuclear cells; testing this cellular compartment is therefore no substitute for the more invasive duodenal biopsy in diagnosing Whipple’s disease.
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